
This update summarizes OED’s compliance with the promises it made in the Flores de Vega settlement 
agreement. Because OED reports data for each month only after the month is complete, the reports are 
backward looking; for example, this June report primarily summarizes data from OED’s performance in 
May. You can review all settlement reports produced by OED on the reports section of its website (scroll 
down past “Current Unemployment Insurance (UI) Reports” to the section headed “Settlement 
Reports”).  

Monthly Settlement Update – June 2021: 

• OED is still not in full compliance with the settlement Agreement. Compared to April, OED’s 
performance on timely first payments stayed about the same in May. Compared to April, OED’s 
performance on timely adjudications improved in May.  
 

o In May, OED issued 65% of first payments within 21 days (3 weeks). The settlement 
requires OED to issue 87% of first payments within 21 days. In June, OED did not hit the 
87% target until 42 days (6 weeks). After showing major first payment improvement 
from March to April, these May first payment numbers are about the same as the first 
payment numbers from April.  
 

o In May, OED’s adjudication wait times improved. The settlement requires OED to 
complete 80% of adjudications within 21 days. In May, OED completed 40% of 
adjudications within 21 days, compared to 32% of adjudications within 21 days in April. 
OED did not hit the 80% adjudication target until 56 days (8 weeks).  

 
• The settlement allows OED to have periods of excused non compliance with the agreement if 

certain conditions exist, such as unexpected statewide emergencies, serious increases in 
applications for benefits, or new rules or guidance that take agency time and resources to 
implement.  OED is still in a period of excuse from complying with  timeliness requirements. This 
means that OLC cannot yet ask the judge to take action against OED (for example, by ordering it 
to hire more people) because of its non-compliance with the settlement.  
 

o OED first invoked an excuse period in March. OED asserted it was entitled to an excuse 
period under the settlement for a variety of reasons (including the ice storm, changes to 
federal law, and a large increase in new applications), and OLC agreed not to dispute an 
excuse period from March to May. 
 

o In April, OED invoked a second excuse period because of another large increase in new 
applications. OLC and OED disagree about when this excuse period begins. OED says the 
new excuse period should begin in June, after the first excuse period ended, and last 
through August. OLC disagrees, and does not think the settlement agreement allows 
OED to claim an excuse in July or August because of something that happened more 
than three months earlier. We think that because the increase in applications happened 
in April, the excuse period should begin in April.  

 
o OED and OLC are working on resolving this disagreement.  

 

https://www.oregon.gov/EMPLOY/Agency/Pages/UI-Reports.aspx


• The settlement requires OED to report on how many people started getting benefits, but have 
their benefits “suspended” for more than 4 weeks. More than 31,000 Oregonians appeared on 
the June 3 “Claims in Suspense” report, which means they had been waiting at least 4 weeks for 
a decision on one or more weeks of benefits. This is about the same number of people who 
were on the suspense list in June. At the end of June, OED will report whether it complied with 
its settlement promise to resolve 50% of the claims that were in suspense at the end of April.  
 

• OED’s adjudication pace slowed down substantially in May, dropping to about 9,500 
adjudications from more than 14,000 adjudications in April. This is a big improvement over 
about 5,000 adjudications in July 2020, but also a big drop from the peak of more than 24,000 
adjudications in December 2020. OLC hopes this means OED is catching up with adjudications 
and we will soon see substantially improved adjudication numbers.  
 

• OED’s application processing times (the first phase of application) continue to be dramatically 
improved and OED is meeting the settlement timeliness target for processing both Regular UI 
and PUA claims. 

 


